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The RI/MSCI Round Table Report 2013 explores where and how ESG risk can
have significant and pressing financial consequences for institutional investors.
The presentations and discussion, which took place in New York, brought
together a panel of noted thinkers, practitioners and academics in sustainable
finance for their thoughts based broadly around a series of topical ESG themes in
institutional investment. 

Topics include:

• Major asset owners and their financial rationale for ESG integration into
investment.  

• ESG events such as banking blow-ups, resources sector accidents,
supply chain risks and scandals: what’s financial, what’s not and why? 

• The financial risk dimension of ESG

• The monetary and social cost: why should investors be ESG risk-aware?

• Corporate governance implications

• The evolution of ESG regulation

• Examples of specific ESG risk mitigation tools, portfolio analytic
framework etc.

• Measuring and benchmarking ESG risks at company and portfolio level:
“what gets measured, gets managed” (P. Drucker)

• The state and applicability of ESG research: how good is it? What’s
required?

• The pros and cons of translating ESG research into existing institutional
investment strategy (across asset classes)

Roundtable Concept and Moderation:

Hugh Wheelan, 
Managing Editor, 
Responsible Investor

Tony Hay, 
Publisher, 
Responsible Investor

Martina Macpherson, 
VP, Head of ESG Marketing
MSCI
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The speakers:

Dr Andreas Hoepner, University of St Andrews, Lecturer in Banking &
Finance, School of Management

Tim Coffin, Breckinridge Capital Advisors, Senior Vice President

Michelle Huang, Generation Investment Management, Associate

Tom Rotherham, Hermes Equity Ownership Services (EOS), Director

Luis Diez, Northern Trust, Head Fixed Income Research

John Streur, Portfolio 21 Investments, President

Chris McKnett, SSgA, Vice President

Donna Anderson, T. Rowe Price, ESG Specialist

Diane Bratcher, UN PRI, Director of Strategic Development

Linda-Eling Lee, MSCI ESG Research, Global Head of 
ESG Ratings Research 

Thomas Kuh, MSCI, Executive Director, Head of ESG Indices

Noel Friedman, MSCI ESG Research, Executive Director, Head of
Business Development

Hewson Baltzell, MSCI ESG Research, Executive Director, 
Head of Product Development

Philippe Desfossés, ERAFP, CEO

Melanie Brooks, Folketrygdfondet, SRI Analyst

Gary Retelny, Institutional Shareholder Services, Managing Director

Roger Urwin, Towers Watson, Global Head of Investment Content

Martina Macpherson, MSCI, VP, Head of ESG Marketing

Hugh Wheelan, Responsible Investor, Managing Editor

Gary Retelny
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Gary Retelny: Welcome everybody. My
name is Gary Retelny, President of
Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS). I
also run MSCI’s other governance
businesses, of which ESG is a major part,
and I work very closely with our board of
directors and deal on a number of strategic
matters. ESG issues and their financial
impact on investing are very important
timely topics that continue to grow in
importance around the world for our clients.
They are on a par with corporate
governance, and indeed are more broadly
part of institutional investor governance.
They are issues that, also, are tending to
move toward the front office to become
relevant for portfolio managers. We’re
hopeful that ESG research can help them
make sound financial decisions. We think
that it is timely to have round-table
presentations such as this to listen and
incorporate the feedback into policies,
processes and products that actually help
clients achieve those goals.

Hugh Wheelan: Thanks Gary. I want to
kick off the presentations today with the
major asset owners that we have in the
room. How do you, as asset owners, make
the financial case - risk and return - for
looking at ESG issues? 

Melanie Brooks: We have a very specific
mandate from the Norwegian Ministry of
Finance for the management of the funds
as a long-term investor, and the fact that it
is a closed fund with no revenues or
withdrawals means that we don’t really
have to worry about paying any money for a
very long time. You could say we have
about $25 billion in a rainy day fund,

invested 85% in Norway and 15% in the
Nordic regions. We’re a very large investor
in the region. We have about 5% of the
stock exchange in Oslo, which makes us
the largest institutional investor in Norway.
Obviously, we are a financial investor, which
is our main role. But we are also a long-
term, active owner in the markets we
operate in with the goal of achieving excess
returns through responsible investing, while
also contributing to well-functioning
financial markets in Norway. When it comes
to integrating ESG issues, what we do
before investing is at least as important as
what we do after we become a shareholder
and active owner. Before we invest in a new
company we have to be sure that it’s a
company that we really believe in. Given
that we’re a large investor invested in such
a small universe of stocks, we don’t really
have the opportunity to change investments
very often, so I can’t emphasise enough the
in-depth research we go through before we
approve a new company for investment. 

In the past five years a large amount of the
excess return we’ve achieved has come
from ‘not’ investing in certain companies
that are in the benchmark index that we’re
measured against. So it’s important for us
to choose the right companies and avoid
the wrong ones, and governance concerns
make up for a significant part of this
decision. If we have serious governance
concerns about a company we will avoid
buying it even if that could have short term
negative financial implications, because we
know that in the long term that it will be
good for our fund, which has proven true.

. . . It’s important for us
to choose the right
companies and avoid 
the wrong ones . . .

L to R: Linda-Eling Lee, Luis Diez, Gary Retelny

Hugh Wheelan

Melanie Brooks
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Martina Macpherson: Melanie, do your
fund members in Norway know what you do
in terms of responsible investing in ESG? Is
that something that’s very public at all?

Melanie Brooks:We try to be incredibly
transparent about what we do without
disclosing sensitive company information.
We’ve also been working this year a lot in
getting the Norwegian Forum for Responsible
and Sustainable Investment (NORSIF) up and
running so that we can work towards
contributing to better ESG practices in
Norway. As a fund, we have a publicly
available Ownership Report that comes out
once a year. Here we disclose all of our voting
activities and report about the companies
we’re invested in and the corporate
engagement that we’ve done in the past year. 

Philipe Desfossés: I agree with many of
the things that Melanie has said. We run a
pension fund for 4.6 million French civil
servants receiving €1.7bn in contributions
every year and we will have a net positive
cash flow of €1.5bn per annum to invest
(on average) for the next 20 years. At
ERAFP we want to invest to pay pensions
sustainably and inter-generational equity is
at the core of our governance. That means
we pay pensions with a balanced approach
regarding the generosity of the benefits,
which should not be paid by the receipts of
young contributors. Many pension funds
are not run this way in practice. Some
appear like Ponzi schemes since they offer
benefits where the pension promise is not
being priced correctly. It will not be possible
to run that kind of funding promise because
we all know as Herbert Stein said once:
“what cannot go on forever, will stop”. At
ERAFP we manage the scheme to ensure
that it will be possible to pay pension
benefits for the long run. i.e. 25 years,
which – fortunately – is, the kind of time that
people now retire for on average.

Hugh Wheelan: In a nutshell, you aim for a
technical yield of 4% per annum, right? 

Philipe Desfossés: Many large US
pension funds justify the high discount rates
they use to calculate their reserves by
assuming expected returns that are “quite
optimistic” (above 7%). I think this is not
sound. How can you claim to be a
responsible investor if you’re not
responsible in the way you’re managing the

liabilities. When the US 10 year Treasury
Bond is delivering 2%, what is the asset mix
that will deliver more than 7% every year for
the duration of your liabilities? At ERAFP, we
have decided on the asset side that we will
invest in assets or companies that present
reasonable insurance that they are run
sustainably. It’s quite difficult to forecast
where the economy will be in ten years but
we know that companies should prepare to
address the three main issues that are
reshaping the global economy: social
issues, governance and environment. Our
Best-in-Class SRI approach aims at
developing a new thinking around long-term
investing that will be profitable in the long
run. If you are investing for ten or twenty

L to R Philippe Desfossés, Chris McKnett, Martina Macpherson

Martina Macpherson

Philippe Desfossés
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years it makes sense to pay attention to the
way a company addresses social changes
and sustainability challenges. It is not by
trying to maximize the immediate profit that
a company develops a sustainable
business model. This is what we try to do:
to invest in sustainable returns.

Martina Macpherson: Do you see E, S
and G issues as drivers of potential risk or
return for companies?

Philippe Desfossés: I think that they can
help obtain a return in the long run, and if
you change the angle you look at
something you will usually get something
valuable from that as for example a different
valuation of risk.

Hugh Wheelan: Roger, you’ve spent a lot
of time with pension funds around the world
talking about these kind of issues. You’ve
also done a lot of work recently on the
Tellus Project. Can you tell us about that?

Roger Urwin: The strong asset owner case
for ESG made by Melanie and Philippe, is, I
have to say, relatively unusual, in my
experience. I’m usually in rooms with
pensions boards who either don’t like this
thinking, don’t get it or don’t have time for it.
They’re asset rich and time poor, and this
subject is tough. It’s not easy to penetrate
the issue of ESG when it seems to mix
finance with values. Consequently, I think it is
critical to deal with it, in what I call ‘solid
granite’ financial terms. It helps not to mix it

with the ‘values’ side of responsible
investing. This may sound a bit heinous to
the purist, but it’s really important that
pension funds are able to measure ESG
benefits from a financial point of view, which
is the case Melanie and Phillipe make.
What’s interesting is that if you can
demonstrate that you have produced returns
that are just as good as any other strategy,
you then get the extra kicker that you’ve
done something good. The motivation and
the scorecard need to be financial, but the
outcomes that could be measured here, and
combined, could be both financial and non-
financial. The measurement of extra financial
outcome is, I think, a really important activity
for the future. 
It’s also important to look at ESG and the
market structure. A lot of the work that has
been done in this area is by the 50 largest
asset owners in the world, who add up to
around about $10.5 trillion in assets.
Individually, they are all over $50 billion in
size, they’ve all got staff of more than 50
people, and they are all very long-term
funds. This group are referred to as
‘universal owners’ because they own a
significant slice of everything in the market.
It means also that they own a slice of every
‘externality’, and one of the big things to be
advanced here is the place of externalities
in the financial case. 

The financial case I would advance is based
on a simple proposition, which is that ESG
issues are risk factors that need to be taken
into account. But asset managers find it
difficult to do this, and so I think asset
owner’s need to think through what they
want their asset managers to do. A way
forward is being advanced around the
concept of ESG being a form of smart beta
– a factor-based return that may be better
than the pure market return. The conjecture
is that externalities are not correctly priced
in today’s investment environment, and that
you can construct a portfolio that is
sensitive to these longer-term risks and will
over time do better than the pure market. 
I’d like to give a quick peek into some of the
‘beliefs’ work we did in the Telos project –
we being 30 asset managers and asset
owners who were involved.
We asked the investors if they were over
sensitive to short-term factors and under
sensitive to long-term factors, and 86%
agreed. There was also an 83% conviction
that the market is not actually pricing ESG
externalities. So there’s a very strong sense
that there’s something out there that is not

ESG issues are risk
factors that need to be
taken into account

Roger Urwin

Roger Urwin, Diane Bratcher
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being captured in the normal investment
mandate which is more short-term in
orientation. Therefore there’s an opportunity
for outperforming the market as long as
you’re long-term by considering the sorts of
externalities that turn into internalized costs
over a period of time and
underweighting/overweighting companies
and themes accordingly.
Investors have to understand this time
horizon. We have to think about an
environment for investing, 5, 10, 20 years
from now. The big asset owners have to think
that long. Cost structures for companies are
going to change, and how you invest to
exploit that – to get your retaliation in first, as
it were - by positioning portfolios, is critical,
albeit easier said than done.
At the moment pension funds have the
approach of: “If change happens, I’ll
change my portfolio then”, as opposed to
“I’ll build my portfolio now to be fit for
purpose over a 10-year period.” It’s a
governance issue. Pension funds, by and
large, are weak on governance. It’s not an
easy subject for them and they’re very
concerned about other hugely important
issues such as solvency. 

Martina Macpherson: Do you think
there’s any evidence, Roger, that this is
changing at all? 

Roger Urwin: I think there are good signs.
For Telos we got the biggest ever turn out
of press to an event that we ever had. So, I
think that the publicity levels of the subject
are pretty big, actually, but the action level is
still small

Martina Macpherson: Are you seeing any
evidence of pension funds putting in place
longer term mandates?

Roger Urwin: Gradually. There is good
evidence that asset owners are able to put
a ‘bucket’ into their asset line-up that is to
long-term mandates and ideas. They don’t

like it in every mandate but long-term
mandates are going into that bucket. It’s
worth describing a long-term mandate. The
concept has been around for a decade or
so and with good results. The essence is
that a long-term mandate doesn’t worry too
much about market cap weighting, it thinks
“absolute return” on the basis of a target for
growth, we often use CPI + 6% per annum,
and it looks to secure the capacity of the
asset manager to take longer term
decisions unencumbered by short-term
benchmarking and not pressurize them into
performance in the near-term. It puts a
different psychology around the mandates
and measures it differently. By doing this
you’re usually buying long-term,
undervalued cash flows. 

Hugh Wheelan: Are asset managers
capable of running in money in that way?

Roger Urwin: They can, but they don’t feel
confident that asset owners will throw away
the comfort blanket of the short-term
benchmark at the moment. It’s unfortunate,
because I think too many asset managers

are running impossible mandates at present
to outperform a cap-weighted benchmark
by 50 or 100 basis points in some sort of
systematic way, especially given the current
macro economic framework.

Philippe Desfossés: It’s funny because
when you invest in real estate or private
equity you put your money away for the
long-term and you don’t look at the
valuation every day. But asset owners seem
reluctant to do this with equities. 

Roger Urwin: Do you think that’s because
the market is putting something of a spell
on them?

We have to think about
an environment for
investing, 5, 10, 

20 years from now

Martina Macpherson, Thomas Kuh
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Philippe Desfossés: Yes! And I also think
long term investors should review carefully
the indices they benchmark their
investment performance against. Does it
make sense for pension funds that invest
for 20 or 30 years to use market cap
indices that encourage momentum and
contribute to feeding bubbles that
responsible investors like ERAFP are
denouncing?

Hugh Wheelan: Diane, I wonder if you
could tell us how US pension funds that
you talk to see the ESG discussion.

Diane Bratcher: We hear a lot about
socially responsible investing or ESG being
primarily of interest in Europe. But the
people, of course, who established
responsible investment and built it into a
viable industry were here in the United
States. The US Social Investment Forum

“Trends Report” for 2012 was really
interesting for the principal finding that just
over 11% of all assets under professional
management in the US uses some sort of
ESG factor or methodology for investing. It
also noted that 200 institutional investors
filed or co-filed shareholder resolutions last
year, and that the number of mutual funds
in the US using ESG factors had doubled
since 2010. In alternative investments, the
use of ESG factors has risen by about

250% since 2009. And they are very, very
careful in their methods, so that they don’t
double count assets, etc.
In the US, I think almost all asset owners
really do care very much about the future
and they are interested in intergenerational
equity and what will the world be in 10,20,
30 years time and to invest their money to
really build the future. But, as Philippe and
Roger both point out, there’s a lot of
unevenness and uncertainty about
responsible investment. Most of the activity
that the US data points to is around
advocacy at the public corporate level. i.e:
“we want you to improve your sustainability
record, adopt standards, or report.” The
challenge now is to mobilize and, in a way,
introduce a second generation of
responsible investing that moves to portfolio
construction and management, monitoring,
and contracting. For relatively conservative,
and, as Roger says, ‘time poor and asset
rich’ pension funds, this is a stretch for
them to get involved and become
enthusiastic advocates or practitioners,
especially in the absence of legal, policy, or
regulatory requirements in the US. 
In Europe and Australia you see much more
in the way of regulatory policy that supports
ESG development.
I feel quite positive though that as an ESG
infrastructure develops through international
collaboration more and more asset owners
will embrace RI because I think it’s
something that they want to do, but can’t
for a number of practical reasons at the
moment.

Hugh Wheelan: Tom, can talk about your
recent experience talking to US asset
owners? 

Tom Rotherham: I recently spent 5 weeks
visiting 29 US and Canadian pension funds.
One particular thing that came up in the
context of what Diane was saying was the
nature of the relationship between an

There’s a lot of
unevenness and
uncertainty about

responsible investment

Diane Bratcher

Hugh Wheelan

Tom Rotherham
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investor, owner, and the company. A lot of
the work that people like Harvard’s Initiative
for Responsible Investment (IRI) is doing at
the moment on these questions is
interesting, but I don’t think it provides a
useful enough context for asset owners to
look at responsible investment from their
perspective. We need to be thinking about
how we put RI issues into a context that
resonates for many pension funds, because
at the moment there’s a real conceptual
gap. However, I think investor stewardship
involves much more than just putting
responsible investment into context. It’s
about the relationship the asset owner has
with the markets in which they’re going to
invest. The principle/agent issue is a pretty
big financial characteristic, or even a
weakness. The debate really should be
about how it manifests and what asset
owners can do about it.

Hugh Wheelan: Is the push back on
responsible investment that US pension
funds have to make returns of circa 7.5%
per annum come what may, and they don’t
see what debating these big picture
market/social issues is going to do for that?

Tom Rotherham: Yes, to some extent.
One of the things that struck me in
speaking to North American funds is that if
you’re chasing 7.5%, then your whole world
is defined in the context of short-term
alpha. If you think about markets from a
longer-term beta perspective you’re going
to think about it slightly differently, such as
looking at the investment case for voting
and active ownership. 

Martina Macpherson: Andreas, can you
give us some perspective on the academic
side of things that Tom references,
particularly his point that there is good work
being done, but not being read….

Andreas Hoepner: There are
theoretical academics and quantitative
academics! On the quant side we’re
basically loading our laboratories with a lot
of financial and social data about ESG
issues, including ratings data, social media
data, contextual data, and then applying
that to thousands of scenarios where we
see investment performance opportunities.
From an alpha or a beta perspective, what’s
interesting is that there is valuable
information that we believe is being
underused. The first thing we see is that
ESG risk is becoming more material to
companies due to transparency
requirements. With social media and the
internet you have a vastly quicker exchange
of international consumer views.
Companies are often faced with a social

media storm much more quickly and
virulently than they ever imagined.
Transparency highlights and speeds up
these intangible risks. Second, these risks
can also take up significant
board/management time, representing lost
opportunity. So these intangible risks are a),
getting more relevant over time, and - as I
argue in the following - b), seem to be
material and are not sufficiently focused on.
Academic research shows that at the
company level those with better ESG
ratings tend to have better credit ratings, a
lower cost of debt and so on.  This
translates through to the portfolio level; as
Melanie said, avoiding the wrong firms is an
advantage. We can generate portfolios that
filter out poor ESG performers and the
worst case monthly return is about 500
basis points better than equivalent
portfolios. There is really an insurance to
having a firm with better ESG management
and we find that at the firm and at the
portfolio level. Within academic studies on
ESG there is disagreement on alpha: some
find an alpha, some don’t. It really depends
on the context and the depth of the
academic search. But if you look at ‘smart
beta’ studies – to use Roger’s terminology -
academic studies pretty much all show the
same positive direction that ESG integration
leads to well-managed and performing
companies.

Academic studies pretty
much all show the same
positive direction that
ESG integration leads to

well-managed and
performing companies

Andreas Hoepner
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Hugh Wheelan: Gary, I wondered if you
could talk a bit about what you believe the
financial value of institutional investor share
voting is. How do you go out and talk to
clients about why they should vote and why
they should be active in corporate
governance? 

Gary Retelny: There are different levels,
but management of risk and the ability to
control risk is one of the key reasons why
portfolio managers and others should vote
and care about voting. The issues that
investors are allowed to vote on are narrow
but they do give an opportunity to convey
messages and express opinions on
management or compensation to the

companies of which they, after all, are the
owners! Governance per se is starting now
to move into the front office where
eventually as ‘ESG’ we believe it will be part
and parcel of the decision making process
for investors in terms of whether it makes
money for you or not. 

Hugh Wheelan: The pushback, Gary, is
that investors generally own a small portion
of a company and ask themselves whether
they actually have much influence voting
their shares.

Gary Retelny: A whole bunch of small
pieces add up to a very large whole! If
shareholders pool their resources and are
engaged they will send a message of
influence to company directors. If
companies don’t get support in the mid to
high 80s or 90% in terms of compensation
then investors have already sent a pretty
strong message to directors that there is
significant discontent. We’ve seen
companies change their behavior and
policies with votes against them of far
below 50% on issues. If you don’t vote you
basically abdicate not only your
responsibility but more importantly your
ability to influence, and then it’s very hard to
complain about what you see. 

Hugh Wheelan: What are the major issues
that investors are voting on at the moment? 

Gary Retelny: Compensation continues to
be front and center. I think boards are now
very sensitive if large numbers of
shareholders indicate they will vote a certain
way on pay.

Tom Rotherham: I’d like to add to what
Gary is saying. I think that in terms of small
number of voters being able to have an
influence you should look at it in terms of
the U.S. elections and swing voters. If
companies actually analyzed the voting
preferences and investment strategies of
their investor base they’d see that there are
serious swing voters, which are their active,
engaged shareholders. If you focus on that
small number, that’s where the election is!
That number seems to have been going up
also. I work on the active ownership side at
Hermes and we approach E, S and G
issues from the perspective of how it can
impact the company. We have three main
focuses. The first is operational efficiency.
The second is risk, and that could be
systemic or portfolio-wide risk. The third is
business model strategy. And the social
issue or environmental issue can be any
one of those. It can be an operational
efficiency issue. Two main issues for us at
the moment are compensation and board
composition. Why? Because what you’re
looking for is an alignment of interest
between the board that works on your

behalf to oversee companies and yourself
as an investor. That manifests itself quite
clearly in board composition and
remuneration culture. 
The key thing for us is that good
governance both aligns interests of the
principal and the agent, but also has an
internal dynamic of efficient and quality
decision-making and oversight within
companies themselves and markets more
broadly.

Martina Macpherson: Donna, could you
talk about what ESG issues and
governance mean specifically for a
mainstream money manager?

If companies actually
analyzed the voting
preferences and

investment strategies of
their investor base

they’d see that there are
serious swing voters

Gary Retelny

Tom Rotherham
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Donna Anderson: I want to start with two
complaints…and then some solutions! I
believe that in there is a fundamental bias in
the SRI world against governance issues in
listed equities. We all say ‘ESG’, but we
really just mean E and S. Our view as a
manager is really quite the opposite. We
believe G issues are most often the most
material within our investment time horizon,
and definitely so if you take governance out
of the narrow proxy-voting sense and give it
the broader definition of management
putting the right incentives in place for a
successful long-term corporate strategy.
That brings me to complaint number two…. 
There seems to be no recognition within our
community that what’s material to a
universal owner with a 25-year time horizon
is very different to what’s material to an
active owner with all actively managed
funds and a 5-7 year time horizon. The
types of issues that are likely to be material

to us in our most likely time horizon are
governance-related: bad board, bad board
dynamics, bad management, bad decisions
on the governance side. So, that’s where
we invest our time and we get little credit
for it from our ESG-orientated peers. 
That brings me to my solutions! I think what
we are missing is a grand Venn diagram of

ESG issues. Generally speaking, the SRI
community believes there are more material
issues than we do. Given that we have the
option to sell companies, and in fact, do,
and, just as Melanie said, we don’t want to
own some of the worst companies, the
consideration of ESG issues is already
baked into many of our active investment
choices. So rather than focus on why these
pools aren’t the same, we should focus on
the overlap. For every 10 clients that we
have either coming to Baltimore or asking
us to a meeting London or wherever, to talk
to us about ESG, there’s one client who
says: “We have a serious concern at XYZ
company but we own less than 1% of the
shares. T. Rowe Price, through all of its
clients, owns 5% of the shares. The
company will not return our phone calls, will
not engage with us, will not respond to the
letters we’ve written them. We think if you
got involved they might do so.” It’s
happened and it has been a very powerful
combination. This is what we can bring to

the table in a lot of ways as asset
managers: the depths that we know the
companies. We can also bring a portfolio
manager to the table and in one recent
instance did.

Hugh Wheelan: Do you ever hear from
other investors asking T. Rowe Price to get
involved in these kind of ESG issues?

Donna Anderson: No, just this one client.
And when we sent a letter to the company
with our letterhead from our portfolio
manager, we heard back immediately. The
client had been trying for three years to get
a return phone call! 
We’ve been focusing too much on
differences and why we as fund managers
don’t think everything is material; especially
if it doesn’t show up in the stock
performance… 
We could, however, be forming a powerful
combination between investors who are
really willing to put in the resources, the
elbow grease and have passion about
these issues in combination with asset
managers who have possibly more
corporate access, muscle and voting
authority. When there’s agreement on
what’s material the results are
unquestionably powerful.

Hugh Wheelan: Donna’s raised a really
interesting point. There is a lot of talk a lot
about ESG issues, but when they don’t
show up in the share price everybody says:
“This is just not important to company
value. It is not material.” Does that mean
that unless institutional investment
becomes truly long term then there’s little
hope of momentum.

The consideration of ESG
issues is already baked
into many of our active
investment choices

Donna Anderson
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Tom Rotherham: I empathize with a lot of
what you’re saying Donna. This is one
reason why the revision of the UK
Stewardship Code shifted away from the
investment manager toward the asset
owner, because you’ve got to accept that a
30-year pool of money is not going to get
deployed to investments of 30 years
duration. You can fight against market
forces all you want but the history of
success in that area is not great. You can
regulate if you want, but again I don’t think
that success is really that great there either.
You’ve got to find common interests and
overlaps. Where I push back a little bit is if
it’s only governance issues in the
investment mandate that investors look at
then they miss out on a lot of important,
long-term, intangible financial issues like
income inequality, which I think is a huge
risk for investors.

Donna Anderson: I wasn’t actually
suggesting that one be given up at the
expense of the other. But we need to
alleviate some of the tension between the
asset manager and asset owner community
about why the two don’t necessarily have
the same perspective on ESG issues, and
leverage more the points where they do. 

Thomas Kuh: As a research provider, we
sit at that point of tension between the
asset owner and the asset manager. Asset
management firms are coming to us (and
other research providers) and saying that
asset owners are getting more vocal about
what they want. It’s evolved from, “Are you
a signatory to the PRI?” to “What are you
doing?” and “What are your processes for
integrating ESG into your investment
process?”. 

These more probing questions from
mainstream investors are driving the
evolution of the research metrics and the
solutions we provide. This more
sophisticated research attempts to address

the materiality of ESG issues and tries to, as
Roger says, segment the “values” from the
“financial.” In a very practical sense it also
leads to questions about asset class and
universe coverage and more integrated
research linking the E, S and G. This is
challenging for us since investors want
more coverage across asset classes for
total portfolio coverage, and they want it
integrated into the processes and systems

that they have in place to manage risk or
construct portfolios. All of these factors are
driving the evolution of ESG metrics.

Hugh Wheelan: Can you as a research
house now demonstrate risk and return
‘value’ to investors? 

Linda-Eling Lee: The short term/long term
issue is one where we are definitely caught
in the middle. Whenever we speak with
asset managers the cases that they want
to know about are more short-term driven
events. There are certainly a lot of
instances where we are able to look at
issues that might materialize in a one- to
three-year time frame. However, I feel that
ESG research in terms of the real value-add
and the macro-level risks, it is still better

geared toward longer-term macro issues.
The discussion reminds me of research by
a UK law firm recently which looked at
something like 75 or 80 corporate
“reputational crises”, categorized them into
different types of crises, and then looked at
what happened to share prices in these
companies over a one- to two-year
timeframe. The findings resonated with our
own experience in rating thousands of
companies every year for over a decade
now. It showed that the type of crisis where
a company has done something wrong or
some employees have done something
illegal often results in an immediate,
noticeable share price hit. Then, over time -
say one year - a lot of these companies
were able to claw back a fair bit of that lost
share value. The other type of crises the
report looked at concerned the operational
integrity of the core business; maybe a
health and safety type of problem. They
found that the companies affected didn’t
actually get a big share price hit in the
beginning. However, over a period of a
year, they saw a gradual and significant
erosion of share price. Now, one year is still

Asset owners are 
getting more vocal 

about what they want

Thomas Kuh

Linda-Eling Lee

Linda-Eling Lee, Luis Diez
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considered a relatively short time. But I feel
like the parallels are similar to the pressure
we are under to tell clients about ‘short-
term hits’. They are sexier and you can see
them right away. But, fundamentally what
we’re trying to uncover, and where I think
the real value of strong ESG research is,
are longer-term core business risk drivers
that get at the fundamental
competitiveness of a company over time.

Hugh Wheelan: Is ESG research improving
and becoming more timely, Linda? 

Linda-Eling Lee: I think what Andreas was
talking about earlier in terms of increased
news flow on ESG issues is one area that
we find to be very exciting from a research
perspective, particularly where it is
increasingly linked to a bread and butter
ESG research issue like regulation. I think
we’re starting to be able to use social
media and information flow to anticipate the
potential for company risks and their
competitive outlook. What we’re starting to
see is that these increases in information
flow puts a great deal of pressure for policy
changes that can occur much more quickly
than in the past. This is something we’ve
seen a lot of in China over the past year. We
have a team in Beijing that’s been rating
hundreds of Chinese companies. Through
the use of social media in China, the people
have been organizing mass protests against
the building of chemical plants and copper
plants. The attention and the pressure have
been so great that the environment minister
recently came out with a new directive that
all major projects will have to go through a
‘social risk assessment’. We don’t know
how the rules will be implemented but
companies that were not really anticipating
these costs in their project planning are
going to have to pay more to bring their
operations up to standard.

Martina Macpherson: Chris, could you
talk about the work that you are involved in
with Project Delphi to look at the issue of
the practical implementation of ESG factors
within asset managers?

Chris McKnett: Project Delphi was chosen
as a name because it fundamentally is
about consensus, something that is lacking
in terms of the ‘doing’ of ESG. I think there
is some fairly widespread agreement that
ESG can be financially material and
therefore research and analysis is useful.
Beyond that there isn’t much agreement!
However, if you aggregate the ESG

academic studies, the models that fund
managers use, and the research that
analysts produce, you come up with a
pretty powerful series of ESG indicators.
What Delphi is trying to do through
collaboration is to filter these parts to come
up with the factors that are really relevant to
investors. It’s getting past the laundry list
approach of ESG indicators or issues to
pick up the microscope and zero in on the
key ESG factors that we really can evaluate
and work with. We’ve got about 45 or 50
external participants in work streams, one
of which is focused primarily on asset
managers’ perspectives. We know what
some of the barriers are to asset manager
take up of ESG. It’s a mix of data problems
and regulation issues such as question
marks around fiduciary duty in certain
markets. We’re looking at what ESG means
for managing portfolios and the process
around that, as well as how we respond to
what clients are increasingly asking for.
Delphi is trying to get convergence at an
industry level on ESG factors, metrics, Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs) and how they
can inform company valuations. The power
of the exercise is the information exchange
and expert debate around these questions.
The potential going forward will be that the
information is open source and transparent
at the end. It’s a project by investors for
investors grappling with the fundamental
question as to what is useful information
and what’s noise.

Martina Macpherson: Historically, socially
responsible investment has looked first and
foremost to the social and environmental
risks and opportunities of listed equities. To
date relatively little attention has been paid
to the ESG implications of investing in other
asset classes including fixed income,
private equity, real estate, infrastructure, or
even commodities and farmland. Despite
many recent and important projects, much

. . . Fundamentally what
we’re trying to uncover
are longer-term core
business risk drivers

Linda-Eling Lee Chris McKnett, Martina Macpherson
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work remains to be done to identify macro
themes and metrics to measure ESG
factors across asset classes and
investment portfolios. Tim, can you talk
about where ESG factors can impact value
in credit investment? 

Tim Coffin: We look at everything through
the lens of a high-grade manager, and a
medium to long term investors. We see
ESG analysis as a risk mitigator. We look at
credit analysis from a financial standpoint,
and then start looking at ESG information
on controversies, corporate reputation and
brand risk: things like that. We look at all of
these as a way for us to get to know our
borrower better. Since, as medium to long
term invetsors we really care about the
value and the sustainability of future cash
flows - both income and principal payments
- that’s very important to us. We’re using
ESG data to improve our risk adjusted
return. We buy a lot of taxable local
government bonds or municipal bonds, and
we also throw in what we call ‘essentiality’
into the ESG list we look at on an impact
basis. That means: how essential is the

project? The New York City Comptroller,
just announced that he wants to do an
$800m retrofit to all the public schools to
improve the lighting in schools and stop old
lighting from leaking dangerous chemicals.
The comptroller has said the retrofit can
save $93m per year. First of all, it’s very
likely the community will get behind the
plans and the financing bonds will be
backed by a full credit pledge of the city.
This is one example of how fixed income
solves the challenge here between social
and market return. I find it strange that
some asset owners exploring sustainable
investing carve out sustainable investing to
a niche of their portfolio; We believe
sustainable analysis of high grade bonds
can be something that can augment risk
adjusted return, because we’re lending to
better actors. This makes it a strategy that
should be embraced in core fixed income. 

Hugh Wheelan: Luis and Noel, could you
talk about why ESG factors would make for
a better borrower? What sustainability
factors do you consider to be worthwhile
looking at in fixed income investment? 

Luis Diez: When I’m thinking about ESG
from a fixed income point of view, I’d say
there’s one major difference or impediment

compared to equities in that we don’t have
shareholder voting rights. In terms of
sustainability factors, what I find exciting on
the fixed income side are strategies such as
impact investing or green bonds. This
would be one straightforward way of
implementing ESG into an overall bond

program. That said, when considering ESG
as part of mainstream fixed-income
investments from a macro point of view, I
think there are more questions than
answers in terms of how investors may
want to implement ESG in a portfolio. For

example, how should investors apply ESG
factors to short versus long maturities?

Noel Friedman: As with equities where
ESG analysis might identify some risks not
captured in traditional investment analysis,
lower ESG fixed income ratings can be
useful for preemptively identifying potential
credit risks. MSCI ESG Research’s Fixed
Income solutions aim to identify key ESG
issues that hold the greatest potential risk
for each sector and specific issuer. We
analyze the most common fixed
income issuer types, including government-
related, corporates, securitized and
treasuries, and their exposure to key ESG
risks - by measuring the extent to which an
issuer is at risk of incurring potential
losses. Our issuer and sector reports
benchmark and rank these issuers on key
ESG issues and quantitative ESG
performance metrics.

Hugh Wheelan: Hewson, can you talk
about the practicalities of applying financial
research to ESG information?

Hewson Baltzell: One of the nice things
about bringing together the different
research entities we have here at MSCI is to
be able to produce much more in-depth
research. We’ve worked a lot in the last
year or two on a big picture view of ESG
within investment portfolios, called Portfolio
Analaytics. It’s analogous to typical financial
attribution analysis. We look at a portfolio
from an ‘issues’ perspective, compare it to
a market benchmark, and then to an ESG
best-in-class benchmark. We can effectively

We’re using ESG data 
to improve our 

risk adjusted return

Tim Coffin

Noel Friedman & Melanie Brooks
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look at what’s going on in the portfolio from
an ESG perspective and then drill down
further to look at how portfolio is doing on
an E, S or G basis. Then we can drill down
further to look more closely at E issues
such as carbon exposure comparisons, or
S issues such as whether a company has
bigger exposure to labour issues than the
benchmark does. We also drill down further
to look at what are the top contributors to
poor ESG performance by poorly-rated
companies per portfolio weighting, or to the
best ESG performance of the top10 rated
companies by portfolio weighting. It allows
users to compare portfolios across
managers or different types of portfolios.
So, even if you the investors don’t agree
with our ESG benchmark, it gives a basis
for conversation. The manager can say:
“Well, we had a poorer score on X because
we really don’t believe in the fundamental
aspects of that particular rating….we’re
more concerned about another factor.” It
gives us a very useful starting point for
discussion.

That’s primarily an equity-only product.
Since we’ve been talking a lot about fixed-
income, we have over the last year been
adding to sovereign ratings and ratings of
government owned entities. We now have
roughly 90% coverage of most of the fixed
income issuance on the Barclays Capital
Aggregate Bond Index, and have built a
Portfolio Analytics report for fixed income
investors. Our ratings are mostly annual. But
we also have the Impact Monitor product,
which looks at reputation and other shorter-
term issues. We’re building out our time
series and quant data. Altogether, we have
about 20 years worth of time series data for
some parts of our research and what we’re
now doing is to warehouse that data so we
can try to make a more comprehensive time
series suite of products.

Thomas Kuh: Our ESG indices here at
MSCI are built using the research that
Hewson and Linda-Eling described. They
have the attributes of conventional equity
indices in that they are rules-based,
transparent and have low turnover – but
with the value added of integrating ESG
research into their construction. We
rebalance them quarterly, incorporating the
most up-to-date ESG data that we have.
We’ve constructed different types of indices
to represent a range of the most prevalent
ESG strategies. What we have tried to do is
to reflect back to the market the most
widely used strategies, so that these
benchmarks are directly relevant to the
investment objectives. One important
consequence of these products is that they
produce a stream of live historical data that
shows the risk and return characteristics of
the different strategies. This allows us to
learn more about the investment
implications of integrating ESG factors.
These tools really help move the ESG
debate from hypothesis to real-time
investment analysis. 
How are they used? First, they play the

same role as conventional indices as
performance benchmarks and for passive
investments. They’re also used in by active
managers who like ESG benchmarks
because they provide a universe for stock
selection that is different from the market
but is selected using a very clear set of
standards. Hewson makes the point that if
asset owners create an investment policy
statement that integrates ESG, how do they
know if their asset managers have created
a portfolio that’s any better from an ESG
perspective than a standard portfolio? One
of the unique roles of ESG benchmarks is
providing a standard that allows you to
define and measure how the ESG
characteristics of the portfolio differ from
those of the market.

Martina Macpherson: Michelle, I’m really
interested in what you think the current
quality of ESG research as a sustainability
themed manager picking companies based
on sustainability research. How could it be
improved?

Hewson Baltzell Thomas Kuh
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Michelle Huang: Our investment process
fully integrates ESG research into a
fundamental equity process, which enables
us to comprehensively assess business and
management qualities of businesses, which
is how we evaluate our companies. Each of
our analysts conducts all the research for a
particular company themselves, including
anything ESG related. We do not have
separate analysts who focus on
fundamental equity analyses and others
who focus on sustainability related issues.
We believe it is extremely important and
valuable for one person to understand a

company in its entirety. When Generation
started almost ten years ago, much of the
research and data that we’re discussing
around this table were not available to
analysts and is one of the reasons why we
started our own process, integrating
sustainability research and traditional equity
analysis. Now we have started to use other
tools and platforms to supplement our
research. We think the quality of the
research from these tools has improved
significantly in the last ten years and it’s
extremely exciting to see that. We believe it
is important for those who are conducting
the research to not only be looking at ESG
related factors, but to also understand the
company as a whole and how such factors
can materially impact (positively or
negatively) a company’s long term outlook.
For example, when discussing human
capital management, some of the items we
want to understand are how a company
retains and attracts talent, their
compensation practices, how stable
management has been, their employee
turnover rate, and the diversity of
employees. All of these can have an impact
on a company’s long term earnings
potential. Every industry has a different set
of sustainability factors, although some
overlap, like human capital management or
corporate governance. Sometimes it can be
difficult for managers to think about all the

ESG factors that may affect a company’s
earnings potential, so the supplemental
research can be helpful in revealing
company insights that may not have been
uncovered during primary research. Thus,
having broader and more robust research
that looks more holistically at a company is
important.

Martina Macpherson: John, do you want
to talk a bit about how you factor in ESG to
your portfolio management?

John Streuer: At Portfolio 21 we own 50
to 75 companies globally. We believe that
the world leaders in ESG practices also
tend to have powerful financial
characteristics that any fundamental analyst
would find attractive and potentially that
would lead to stock price appreciation. For
us it’s been a fully integrated research
process – ESG and fundamentals - since
the early 1990s. Regarding the state of
ESG research let me make the observation

that when we started a fund in 1999 we
had to go global because there weren’t
enough companies in the United States
producing detailed information on ESG
factors to populate a diversified portfolio.
We absolutely had to go to Europe,
northern Europe in particular, to find the
quality of disclosure and information from
large public companies that we sought.
However, the amount of information on
ESG factors has grown exponentially. I think
some investors did a study a few years ago
that found in 1993 there were about 50
companies producing significant

The amount of
information on ESG
factors has grown
exponentially

Michelle Huang
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disclosures on ESG issues voluntarily. By
2007 that number had grown to well over
3,000. I think that the work that’s been
done by all the different ESG research
providers is enormously important to us as
an industry. Our opportunity set as an
investor is much broader today than it’s
ever been because of the attention being
paid to ESG factors. So yes, more
information is available and much of the
information is good quality. That said, we
still find direct engagement to be a very
valuable part of our process.
By the time a company gets into our
portfolio we’ve thoroughly vetted it on

governance issues and we exclude
companies from the portfolio that don’t
meet out hurdle. We put a lot of thought
and energy into voting our share proxies but
we simply don’t want to own companies
with governance issues. Broadly though
most companies in the world have either
risks or opportunities whereby they can
damage or improve their financial
performance as a result of how they deal
with environmental and resource issues. 
In terms of the state of research, it’s

different for every company at a given
moment in time. I think that the headline
risks that ESG research helps to uncover
tend to be what we might think of as either
‘fat-tail’ or ‘far-off’ on the horizon risks. 
BP was a fat-tail risk: a very low chance of
occurrence, but high impact. You could get
an angle on this through ESG research
because it is a company in an extremely
high-risk business with a poor safety
record. But, in reality a blow up like BP
doesn’t manifest itself until it’s a massive

problem; and then, after the event, it
deteriorates significantly. Look at Tokyo
Electric Power after Fukushima! There are
instances where ESG research would have
kept you out of companies with this fat-tail
risk. 
However, I’d say that in an individual
company you have five factor areas, not 30
or 40 that represent real opportunities for
risk mitigation or potential opportunity sets.
This is the more typical situation, and these
risks play out over a long period of time.

I think that the risks 
that ESG research 

helps to uncover tend 
to be what we might
think of as either 

‘fat-tail’ or ‘far-off’ on
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